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What is it?
Shredded is a one stop platform
for the health and wellness needs
of people from every walk of life.
We bring together all parts of
your journey into a single
location, making life easier to be
t, healthy and fantastic.

Problem.
‣ The health/ tness/wellness space is overly fragmented
and a place of confusion for many.
‣ Trainers, coaches, wellness professionals, etc. lack a
single place to promote/market then service clients which
also facilitates sales transactions in a streamlined way.
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‣ Despite a huge array of products/services, no company
has yet to provide a single, uni ed solution for this
problem.

Solution.
Shredded solves this by providing a
one-stop platform serving all
wellness needs, suitable for casual
and professional users alike.
In doing so, we enable professionals
a simple way to directly market, sell
and administer training, coaching or
other health/wellness services, via
our marketplace to consumers
around the world.

Our team.
We’re a growing team with vision, air and persistence, working to
reshape the health and wellness space as we know it. Meet some of us:

Brent - President

Brian - US Operations

Pawel - EU Operations

Davide - Developer

Mateusz - Developer

Liam - Developer

Carla - Promotion & Marketing

Craig - Legal

Levi - Culture
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Shaun - Founder & CEO

Features.
‣ Features for all users in the wellness market via
native apps for iOS/Android.
‣ Unique exercise/nutrition tracking system
complete with full workout/diet programming.
‣ Social marketplace to connect wellness
professionals with clients, share pictures, video,
workouts, diets and more.
‣ Two revenue sources: Subscription/SaaS model
and global user-generated content marketplace.
‣ Find gyms, personal trainers and other wellness
services.
‣ GPS mapping for all popular cardio exercises
and integration with popular wearables.
‣ AI/ML generated content based on user habits.

Huge market.
The health, tness and wellness
market is growing rapidly with
revenue in 2021 surpassing:

GLOBAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS
MARKET 2019-2025, 6% CAGR (USD)
$7.00T

$5 trillion.

$5.80T

Our serviceable available market
is over 100 million users.

$2.20T
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Our initial primary target
audience is people aged 15-25.

$4.60T
$3.40T

$1.00T

2019

2025
Source: Statista

Monetization.
Our revenue will be generated by
transactions conducted within
Shredded between wellness
professionals and their in person,
local or global clients.
Marketplace transactions conducted
similar to Airbnb or Uber.
Professionals pay a monthly
subscription to elevate from free to
pro accounts, so they can serve
clients using our marketplace.

Traction.
To determine user interest and con rm
estimated pricing points for professional users,
we completed several global surveys.

‣ Personally contacted over 4,000 people.
‣ Over 1,000 general survey responses.
‣ Over 100 professional survey responses.
‣ Over 500 email addresses for Shredded Beta.
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‣ Shredded is currently in Alpha testing.

RESPONSE TO SURVEY QUESTION:
“WOULD YOU USE OUR ALL IN ONE
HEALTH & FITNESS PLATFORM?”

MAYBE
31%

YES
54%

NO
15%

YES

NO

MAYBE

Competition.
Our top 3 competitors are:
MyFitnessPal: Diet tracking platform, 180MM Users
Peloton: Fitness platform, 5MM users, $20B Mkt cap
Trainerize: Fitness platform, 2K clubs, 10K PTs, 700K Users

What makes Shredded unique is combining relevant strong
points of each and expanding on them with additional missing
functionality needed to fully reach this massive target market.

Thinking big!
Our target is:

50,000,000 users.
Shredded will help people of all types with their health and
wellness journey, easily, from one location.
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We will eliminate the need for a ton of apps, integrate market
leading tness devices/hardware and consolidate wellness with a
single, simple, powerful solution. What more could you want?!

Invest.
We have already completed a
$150,000 USD seed raise.
We are raising $1,500,000 USD which
will be used to increase development
team size, accelerate go to market
and AI R&D.
Discuss participation options for our
next round, as we work together to
build a billion dollar business and
change the wellness game forever.

Phone: +1 (800) 495-4074
Mobile: +61 411 675 554
Email: pr@shredded.io
Web: shredded.io
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